Solution Partner

HOB and Cisco®
HTML5 RDP for Adaptive Security Appliances (ASA)

The challenge
In more and more companies, it is common for employees with
different devices and from different locations to need access to
sensitive corporate data. Access to applications and data should
be as flexible and easy as possible - but this often conflicts with
the need for IT security. HOB WebTerm Express offers exactly the
right balance.

HOB WebTerm Express
HOB WebTerm Express provides a secure, scalable and and highly
performant HTML5-based RDP tool. Users can connect to a wide
variety of targets within the corporate network, such as Microsoft®
Desktops and Servers, Remote Desktop Services or virtual infrastructures. Only HOB WebTerm Express and an HTML5-capable
browser are required. Access to macOS® and Linux/Unix systems is
also possible over RDP with an additional server component called
HOB MacGate and HOB X11Gate for the respective systems.

Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA)
The security solutions of the Cisco ASA product family protect
corporate networks of all sizes. Regardless of the devices used
and independent of user location, Cisco ASA offers comprehensive security for data access at all time. These solutions are the
result of more than 15 years of experience in firewalls and network security and are the global leader in the market with more
than one million implemented security appliances.
The Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA) software is the core
operating system of all ASA products. This software provides
firewall capabilities for ASA devices in a variety of forms – standalone appliances, blades and virtual.

Example Scenario

Advantages at a Glance
• No Java required
• RDP connections via HTML5
• Secure connections via SSL/TLS
• Extremely scalable RDP Web client
• Central configuration interface

HOB and Cisco®

HOB and Cisco®
HOB WebTerm Express is a perfect extension for Cisco’s ASA product range. By connecting HOB WebTerm Express,
ASA provides the ideal solution to balance the ever-increasing needs of the user and network security.
HOB WebTerm Express makes applications accessible with any standard browser. With HOB WebTerm Express’s
single-sign-on feature, users only need to enter their credentials once when accessing the Adaptive Security Appliance. A configured bookmark on the ASA landing page will give users one-click access to their Desktop, Servers, or
Applications.

About HOB

About Cisco

HOB is a German software developer striving to provide the best and most secure remote access solutions
on the market. With more than 30 years of experience
in the IT market, we know what matters in IT security. Our core competencies include SSL & IPsec VPN
solutions, Remote Desktop Services connectivity,
Enterprise Mobility and access to Legacy Systems.

Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) is the worldwide technology
leader that has been making the Internet work since
1984. Our people, products, and partners help society
securely connect and seize tomorrow‘s digital opportunity today.
Discover more at newsroom.cisco.com.

More information at www.hobsoft.com.
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